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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
- just a few this time!
On 28th January Colchester historian and long-term WEA Tutor Patrick
Denney appeared for a minute or so on BBC Two with Michael Portillo
during one of his Great British Railway Journeys, and over a quick
drink in the Hole In The Wall Portillo, and we, learned, amongst other
things, how and why there is a hole in the wall...not left by the Romans,
nor the result of an earthquake, but a bit of vandalism by a long-buried
innkeeper who wanted to give his customers a better view and an
incentive to stay... On 8th February listeners to Radio Three’s Jazz
Record Requests heard the programme start with a request from another
popular tutor, Roger Bawden, due to retire at the end of this term, a
request which he dedicated to “his friends at Colchester WEA.” We
wish Roger well in the future and thank him for his “plug”!
Such publicity is always welcome, especially since, despite a great deal
of work that has been going on nationally and in the Region, and more
than one contribution to discussions about adult education on Radio
Four programmes like Today by Ruth Spellman, our General Secretary,
a.k.a. Chief Executive, the WEA still seems to remain, to use the cliché,
one of the nation’s best kept secrets. Yet the keynote speaker at the
National Conference in Cambridge last October was Dame Joan
Bakewell, the new President of Birkbeck University, who delivered an
inspiring speech which was both a tribute to the part played by the
WEA in the life of her own family and a passionately argued call for the
overhaul of adult education in our country, “a revolution in which
people relish learning,” and the thirst for lifelong learning is passed
from generation to generation. I have just listened again to the speech,
the video of which can be found on the WEA national website: see
http://www.wea.org.uk/news/A-Coup-for-Conference-inCambridge.aspx. A transcript can also be downloaded there.
We need to access all the channels of publicity that we can. But locally
“word of mouth” always remains the most effective. If you have
enjoyed and learned from a WEA class, tell friends and invite them for
a “taster” session at your branch. At the end of this Centenary Year for
the Eastern Region, spread the word – distribute copies of our One Day
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School leaflets, our brochures, this magazine that you have in your
hand. Spread the word!
Ron Marks.

DANBURY AND LITTLE BADDOW BRANCH
It is quite a few years since this Branch had the pleasure of welcoming
Michael Bloomfield to the Memorial Hall for several courses including
Japan, and The Crusades.
This Autumn Term he showed his versatility with a survey of
English History as shown by the development of London. Officially
covering the period 1000-1200, this course was far more comprehensive, beginning with the going of the Romans and ending well into the
late medieval period. By no means confined to our capital city, we
covered the development of Anglo Saxon England and the effect of a
completely alien culture being imposed after 1066.
Apart from the erudition which we have come to expect from
Michael, we were greatly entertained by his use of computer generated
images , and fortified by a lengthy series of notes via email, which will
stay on my computer for a very long time.
This course is strongly recommended to any other Branch in
search of an overview of early English history.
Max Earnshaw
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BILLERICAY BRANCH
Brunel: An Engineer’s Life
Tutor: Roger Mannion
A newspaper reported recently that young engineering students were
more likely to have been inspired in their career choice by the exploits
of the fictional hero, Iron Man, than by the lives and achievements of
real life engineers. Many failed to name even one engineer.
After eight weeks of Roger Mannion’s excellent daytime lectures on
“Brunel: An Engineer’s Life” our Billericay WEA students certainly
feel that they now know the man, the times in which he worked, and
his legacy. This course appealed to both those interested in history and
those with a background in science. We had men and women attending in equal number. Initial concerns about anything technical were
soon dispelled with Roger’s clear explanations of how things worked.
There were questions and many contributions from an enthusiastic
audience. As a new branch, we were pleased to see new members our largest class yet!
Each week, with the aid of computer slides and accompanying printed
handout sheets, we were guided through Brunel’s projects and inventions; from large designs to the small engineering details involved.
These were all put into the context of the political and economic constraints of his day. The controversial Thames Tunnel, which took a
battle against nature to build. The famous Clifton Suspension Bridge,
still used and loved today. His railways, steam trains and ships. His
successes and failures. We discovered the part a flat packed building
played in the Crimean War, the importance of ships worms, and what
Brunel designed for the exhibition at the Crystal Palace. It’s hardly a
surprise to find that our sociable tea break still found us discussing
Brunel.
We came to know Brunel, the man, as we learnt about each of his
projects. His strength of character and skills made him a man ahead of
his time. Thank you, Roger, for an enjoyable and informative course.
We now know that Brunel is the true “iron man”, an inspiration and a
real superhero!
Sue Fisher - Secretary
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FRINTON BRANCH
Report for the Autumn Term 2013
With Frinton almost at the end of the road to nowhere (there’s nothing
between us and the North Sea), and no choice of day or time for our
meetings (Wednesday afternoons at 2.30), only the more intrepid WEA
tutors venture to come the extra mile to our small branch. So last term
we were delighted to welcome David Prynn to give a course on China:
Land and People, From Mandarins to Commissars. It was a tremendous tour de force to cover 4,000 years in ten one-and-a-half hour
sessions, and it proved to be a most stimulating and challenging start to
the academic year. David provided us with comprehensive weekly
handouts and brought his own selection of wide-ranging books for us
to borrow for background reading; his partner Ann ensured that the
skilfully arranged slides matched each afternoon’s topics. We started
the sessions with 10 minutes’ exchanging ‘News from China’ and
discussing Chinese current affairs that had featured in the media, before
we turned back to significant events in Chinese history. We saw how
history has repeated itself, with China going from early superpower and
cradle of invention to introverted recluse and now back to superpower
and industrial giant. We learnt a bit about Chinese language, writing
and pronunciation, traditional music and Confucius. David has an
encyclopaedic knowledge not only of China but of other countries and
cultures, so our meetings were endlessly fascinating and we were all
very sorry when the course reached the present day and the term came
to an end.
The spring term presents new and equally far-reaching challenges, as
we tackle A History of the World in 100 Buildings with Frances Boardman.
Kate Andrews
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WRITTLE BRANCH
Autumn Term 2013
The Rise and Fall of the New Monarchy
Tutor: Richard Till
Tues. morning New course
Four years ago we all enjoyed Richard’s course on Boudicca, so we
were not surprised when his new course was over-subscribed.
Using a radically different approach to history teaching (not wars and
marriages) we looked at the skills needed to be a successful king. Examining the different attitudes to kingship, we started with a weak
king and a feuding military nobility. This was then transformed by
adopting the principles of the Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, Sir
John Fortescue. Good governance requires an understanding of politics and power. Under Henry 8th the country was lead by a monarch
who could separate his Court and its social life from the administrative needs of a developing Civil Service ‘drawn from men of ability’.
Richard explained the need for harmony with Parliament in order to
progress any foreign or religious policy and we learnt how the decisions made in Parliament were implemented by the courts and the
clergy. Starting with the financial embarrassment of Henry 7th, after
the Wars of the Roses, we progressed to the wealth of Henry 8th after
the Dissolution of the Monasteries. As this was squandered ‘fighting
the French’, Queen Elizabeth had to appear to be ‘Gloriana’ whilst
running a parsimonious Court. The course finished as the Stuarts undermined the principles of Fortescue, leading to the deterioration
which culminated in the Civil War.
This was a really enlightening course which ended with calls for another course on ‘What happened next’. Very many thanks Richard.
Mary Roberts
Background to Spain - Part 2 The Hapsburg Era
Tutor: Catherine Dell
Tuesday afternoon
We welcomed Catherine back to continue her fascinating account of
16th and 17th C Spain. We had finished the first course with Ferdinand
and Isabella sharing power and now we learnt how their hopes for a
Spanish monarch, uniting Spain, waned as many of their children died.
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When their grandson, Charles, became Holy Roman Emperor his interest in Spain faded as he concentrated on his other territories. Despite
Spain reaching the zenith of power under Philip 2nd it would decline as
he suffered the financial strains of the Armada and tried to counter the
Reformation in Europe, whilst continuing to fight against the Muslims.
Catholicism influenced everything in Spain directing its domestic and
foreign policy. Catherine illustrated the nature of the religious life with
talks on St Teresa of Avila and the monk and poet, St John of the Cross.
We were enthralled by the art, literature, music and architecture of this
Golden Age culture.
The course was beautifully illustrated with the works of El Greco,
Velasquez, Murillo and Zurbaran; both their religious and their secular
paintings. The music we heard included Pavannes by Luis de Milan
and works by Francisco Guerrero and ‘God’s own composer’, Tomas
Luis de Victoria. We enjoyed lectures on the author, Cervantes and the
playwright, Lope de Vega. Thank you Catherine… for two courses
which transformed our understanding of Spain.
Mary Roberts
A Voice to the People (Folk Music)
Tutor: Bill Tamblyn
Wednesday evening
A follow-up to his course entitled “Back to your Roots”, in this course
Bill Tamblyn attempted to address the developments in British folk
music over the past fifty years or so. Bill suggested that folk music
could be categorised as either “A voice to the people” (reflecting a
belief system), or “A voice of the people” (an authentic or ethnic voice)
or “A voice for the people” (art as an artefact and as an entertainment).
As before, Bill used a selection of recordings supplemented by selfsung or class sing-along examples to illustrate the collection, 20th
century revival and further evolution of British folk music in the
context of an increasingly multi-cultural society. Bill demonstrated that
contemporary folk musicians are likely to draw on a mixture of traditional, popular or new compositions in their live and recorded performances and that perhaps this is the way forward. Thanks for your
thoughts on an interesting subject, Bill. Time to tidy up those stacks of
CDs in your living room!
Brian Daniel
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WEST MERSEA BRANCH
Islam in the Modern World
Tutor: Manwar Ali
The Course was give by a very Muslim gentleman by the name of
Manwar (the easy version).
He seems to be the chief of a team from the Bangladeshi community in
Ipswich. He is an extremely knowledgeable person, has been in this
country many years and appears, in a very mild and careful way, to be
embarked on a serious programme of lectures and gatherings of local
people in order to offset the potential dangers of experienced by his
fellow Muslims in this country.
His explanations of the Cor’an are extremely enlightening, very interesting and often a little worrying. His organisation provided (and
funded) copies of three sizeable books including a translation of the
Cor’an,to each student. Reading it is a journey into a different world. It
is quite clear from the beginning that to be a practising Muslim in this
country is beset with dangers: the gathering of young men in the streets,
the blatant availability of uncovered young ladies, the wearing of the
scarf and even the burka, the washing of the feet in public toilets before
prayer, the potential gathering of large numbers of men with beards in
public parks, to name but a few. They operate a sort of Sheria Law
whereby the leaders can take up arms to deal with such things as forced
marriages. Young men are permitted to have multiple marriages. Favourite ladies are inevitably unmarried mothers in Council flats.
It becomes immediately obvious that to be a practising Muslim is,
perhaps unlike Christianity,a total day-to-day, even hour-to-hour commitment. Prayer has to take place five time a day. Where this is not
possible, alternatives have to be calculated.
The situation of the women in Islam is something that we can easily fail
to understand. Two women equal one man is a basic concept! Many
Muslim ladies do, apparently, prefer to stay at home to avoid difficulties. There is in the Cor’an nothing to infer that the ladies should wear
the scarf, the burka, or whatever. The problem is that they are taught to
be modest, perhaps in the extreme. Clearly different groups interpret
this law differently. Manwar is eager for our Government to decide to
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ban these extreme customs. It is obvious this will not happen here. I
feel that this is regarded by the Islamic community as weakness on the
part of our Government. Problems are compounded in their case in that
the Imams in the mosques are usually not educated. Many straight from
Bangladesh don’t speak English, and don’t know this country; their only
qualification is that they can recite the Cor’an by heart. Progress is slow,
but it is well worth the effort to find out and Manwar’s lectures should
be an essential part of the education of us all.
Don Warner
DOUGLAS BAKER
A WEA tutor’s life spanning 47 Years
Douglas had his first contact with the WEA when he attended a class
taught by Arthur Brown in 1946. Arthur was freshly returned from the
war and he was a classics master at Colchester Royal Grammar, with an
Oxford Degree as well as being a WEA tutor. Douglas was 15 at the
time and his history teacher suggested that he went to Arthur’s class
which was being held in the Crittall window Factory in Braintree. This
business was developed by Lord Braintree, also Labour MP for Braintree and it started with a bicycle shop. At that time, Crittall was a big
employer in the area and what is now Braintree Football Club was then
called Crittall Athletic. Silver End was a model village built in the
1930s by Crittall and still has a WEA branch to this day. It had a club
for retired workers to make models. The first course that Douglas
attended with the WEA was probably on Ancient Greek Culture.
Arthur was spell-binding, articulate, enthusiastic, and had a deep
knowledge. He also had first-hand experience of working in the
archaeological unit in Athens. He became Chairman of Essex Federation in the 1950s. Arthur Brown published through Essex Record
Office, for example, one of his best known books, Meagre Harvest –
Farm Labourers 1770-1840. He was an active member of the Communist Party but he was opposed to Stalinism.
One of the highlights of the activities he organised for the WEA was
bringing the London Philharmonic to Long Melford church in 1960s.
Douglas and his wife Joan went to Athens in 1968 and to Crete a few
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years later on WEA tours led by Arthur Brown who was then Chairman
of Essex Federation.
Arthur’s retirement meeting at the University of Essex in Colchester
was held when he was 81 years old. 200 people were there including
two professors from Oxford who had been taught by Arthur in WEA
classes.
Douglas’ first job was in Customs and Excise in Essex and Suffolk and
as a civil servant took the Administrative class exam. He went to
Garnet College to train for further and higher education. He then got a
job to teach maths and physics at Harlow College. It was a new college
and they wanted Douglas to establish a library and teach English.
Douglas’ own education continued with a degree from Birkbeck College with Eric Hobsbawm as his tutor and later his supervisor for a PhD.
He was teaching in Harlow College during the day and studying at
Birkbeck at night.
At Harlow, he developed the first full time course for journalism in the
country. He was interested in writing styles and would invite editors
along, from the Daily Mail and Daily Worker, for example. In 1966 he
saw an advert for the National Union Students who wanted a professional Director of Education and Welfare, heading up a department of
20. Part of his role was negotiating student grants with politicians such
as Tony Crossland and Shirley Williams. He was two years with the
NUS including Jack Straw’s presidency.
In 1967, having achieved his degree in Modern History, he taught his
first class for the WEA in Clacton while still working for the NUS. This
was his first course as a WEA tutor: his most recent (and possibly his
last) was in autumn 2012 for Blofield in Norfolk WEA on “East Anglia
and the Settlement of America”. But there are two dayschools pending
in spring 2014 in Wells next the Sea and Norwich on “18th century East
Anglia” and “An illustrated History of Jazz”.
Returning to the “day job”, his next role was as a Principal Scientific
Officer at the Economic and Social Research Council where he became
secretary for Educational Research. From 1969 to 1976 he was Deputy
Dean of Students and Lecturer in Social and Economic History at the
University of East Anglia at Norwich. He stood as the Labour Party
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Parliamentary Candidate in 1970 and twice in 1974 reducing Jim (now
Lord) Prior’s majority to a few hundred.
In 1979, he became Vice-Principal at Lowestoft College moving in
1982 to be Principal of Bell College of technology (later the University
of the West of Scotland), from which post he retired in 1990. Barely a
week into retirement back in East Anglia, to be near family and finish
his PhD, Douglas was recruited by the UEA to his old job as Deputy
Dean of Students. The next year he was appointed Dean of Continuing
Education at UEA, thus returning to his first love of Ault Education.
Douglas is still a valued member of the Tutor Panel and regularly
teaches courses on local history, the migration from East Anglia to
North America and the history of jazz.
Margaret Todd

Arthur Brown in Crete and on the right, Douglas

[Douglas Baker is still teaching in Norfolk -Ed.]
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Some Federation Dates for the Diary
3rd April 2014
Richard Waskett Memorial Lecture – sponsored by Friends of
Richard Waskett
Oaklands Museum, Chelmsford, 2 p.m.
Lecture by Lyn Cooper (retired former member of ENO) talking
about her career and singing from her repertoire. Followed by tea
with scones and cakes. £5 – book with Joan Black of Chelmsford
Branch.
FEDERATION SPRING 2014 ONE DAY SCHOOL
Saturday 26th April
Feering Community Centre, Coggeshall Road, Feering, CO5 9QB
Dr. Catherine Alexander: Shakespeare and Conflict
The two anniversaries that are being marked in 2014, the birth of
Shakespeare in 1564 and the start of the first World War in 1914,
prompt this day school and provide the context for looking at Shakespeare and war or conflict. Dr Catherine M.S. Alexander, FRSA, FEA
was until her retirement a Fellow of the Shakespeare Institute
(University of Birmingham) where she retains an Honorary position.
For many years she directed the International Shakespeare Summer
School for the University of Cambridge.
Peter Goodwin: Shakespeare’s Musical Legacy – Song and Stage
Shakespeare inspired many composers to produce some of their finest
work. These two sessions will explore a range of adaptations, (works
which retain some fidelity to the source-text but re-work it within the
conventions of another alternative medium or genre - e.g. Verdi’s
Othello), and appropriations, (works which take Shakespearian texts
as springboards for more contemporary themes - e.g. Bernstein’s West
Side Story). Peter Goodwin has been a tutor for the WEA since 2007,
lecturing on a variety of musical history and appreciation topics. He
holds a B.Mus degree and is a Fellow of the Royal College of Organists.
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Professor Anthony Slinn: The Post-Impressionists – the Origins
of Modern Art
Early in the Twentieth Century the work of Van Gogh, Degas,
Lautrec, Gauguin and Cézanne was brought together under the
banner of the Post-Impressionists by Roger Fry who, in 1910, coined
this term as the title of an exhibition, Manet and the Post-Impressionists, held at the Grafton Galleries, London. Their work formed a
bridge between the impressionism of the late Nineteenth Century and
the modern period of art. This transition will be examined and
illustrated during this study day. Professor Anthony Slinn studied at
Liverpool College of Art at the time of the Beatles, and came to study
painting at London University’s Slade School, where his History of
Art tutor was the great Sir E.H. Gobrich. He spent thirty years
teaching at various Art colleges and set up his ‘Roadshow’ in 1983 to
share his enthusiasm for Art and Artists.
WEA World War I Day at the Royal Gunpowder Mills,
Waltham Abbey
Wednesday 18th June
200 places have been booked for this exclusive WEA visit. Ask your
branch if they have linked up with another branch to book a coach.
Preliminary details have been sent to branches, and the cost of the
ticket to the site will be announced soon.
Monday to Wednesday 23rd to 25th June
Federation Chelmsford Summer Schools
Essex Record Office, Chelmsford
Peter Maggs: Genealogy and Writing
Honor Ridout: Cambridge - Fenny outpost or technology
powerhouse
Karen Doney: Social Attitudes to Sanity and Insanity Through the
Ages
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Monday to Wednesday 30th June to 2nd July
Federation Colchester Summer Schools
Rosemary Williams: The True History behind “1066 and All That”
Lionel Sims:
Magic and Folklore: decoding Stonehenge and
Avebury through magical tales
Jane Pearson:
Brothels and Beerhouses: Colchester
1850 - 1900
Alexander Bass:
The Natural History of East Anglia - its wildlife
and habitats
Remembrance Day Tuesday 11th November - afternoon and
evening
Laurence Staig: Films of the First World War and a showing of
“Paths of Glory”
Chelmsford Picture House (Cramphorn Theatre)
FEDERATION AUTUMN 2014 ONE DAY SCHOOL:
Saturday 22nd November
Feering Community Centre
Dr. Paul Rusiecki: ‘The Impact Of Catastrophe: The People Of Essex
And The First World War (1914-1920)’.
Valerie Morse: ‘Women, the Great War and achieving the vote’: women's war work and how it helped gain the vote.
Colin Padgett & Ron Marks: Some Prose & Poetry of the First World
War – a fresh slant.
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NEXT NEWS SHEET
Please could items be sent in by September 1st.
Articles will appear next time from:
Silver End
Tiptree
Loughton
Writtle (Summer trip)
and an obituary for Alan Wood
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